
Administration

Remove user access

Modify permissions

Change/add/remove owners/administrators

Role-based access 

Owners can manage access, audit user activity, 
and generate reports for their resources

Auditors can access all reports in a read-only mode

Admins can manage access, audit user activity, 
and generate reports for the entire tenant

Yes, bulk actions
available

Only in the scope 
of one objectGrant access

Remove sharing links

Break/restore inheritance

Manage Office 365 Groups/Microsoft Teams members

Feature Categories SysKit Point Microsoft 365

Only with admin roles

Reporting 

Display comprehensive, matrix-like, permission reports

Check out user's memberships and permissions from a single report

Generate site structure reports

See all content shared with external and anonymous users 

Detect all items with permissions different from 
their parent's in one report

See users with privileged access in a single report 

Only in the scope 
of one site/group

Check out all orphaned users & groups in one report

See inactive Microsoft Teams, Office 365 Groups, OneDrive, 
and SharePoint sites in a unified report

List private channels, their members, and usage across all teams 

Track usage analytics and trends

Monitor internal and external user activity 

Audit permissions changes

Only with admin roles

Yes, available for multiple 
sites and groups

Track file and page activities

Allow global and SharePoint admins to report 
on data on an individual OneDrive

Report on Microsoft Teams, Office 365 Groups, OneDrive, 
and SharePoint sites from a single reporting center

Check Microsoft Teams, Office 365 Groups, SharePoint sites, 
and users in a centralized inventory

Store audit data up to two years

Export to PDF or Excel

* Please check pricing plans for more details.

Yes*

Governance automation

Automated permissions review

Lifecycle management automation

Yes, available with the 
Enterprise license, at a 
much more affordable 

pricing rate*

Only with an 
AAD Premium P2 or 

EMS E5 license for all 
reviewers

Yes, delete, archive, and 
keep options are available 

with the Enterprise 
license, at a much more 
affordable pricing rate*

Only delete and renew 
options are available 

with an AAD P1 license

Yes, available for multiple 
sites and groups

Yes, available for 
multiple teams

Yes, available for multiple 
sites and groups

Only in the scope 
of one team

Only in the scope 
of one site/group

Only with admin roles

Only with admin roles
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